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Hi there STEM student,

 

Unfortunately, due to the Covid-19

crisis, we've had to postpone our

school holiday camp program. But,

never fear!  We have pulled together a

super awesome set of activities from

our camps that you can try while you

are at home.

 

To get started ask a grown up to help

you print out this booklet. You will be

able to use things from around your

house to solve the challenges!

 

Happy making and inventing!

 

From the Science Space STEM Team



At Science Space

we use the

Design Process 

when solving a

problem.

What do the different words in the Design

Process mean? Write your answers below:
DEFINE IT 

CHALLENGE EXPLORE DESIGN

MAKE TEST REFINE

Wonka’s Chocolate Factory needs some safety improvements now
that Charlie Bucket is in charge! Complete the challenges in the
following pages  to help Charlie in today's Chocolate Challenge

Camp!

At Home Learning Booklet



The new chocolate factory tours are becoming very

popular! Charlie needs a bigger boat to transport more

passengers down the chocolate river. 

 

Design a boat from a single sheet of aluminium foil (A4

size) that can hold the most weight. You could use

rocks, toys or even chocolate eggs for passengers!

How MANY passengers

did your boat hold? 

How would you change

your design next time?

CHALLENGE #1 - Foil Boat

Draw your idea below:DESIGN IT 

TEST IT REFINE IT



Charlie realises that there needs to be a safe

bridge over the chocolate river so tourists can walk

across without falling in like Augustus Gloop!

 

Build a bridge that can span at least 1 metre in

length between 2 chairs. You can only use 3

different types of materials from around your

house to build with. Be creative and choose wisely!

What materials did you

use for your bridge?

How would you change your

design next time?

Draw your idea below:DESIGN IT 

TEST IT REFINE IT

CHALLENGE #2 - Bridge Over Chocolate Waters

Bridge LENGTH



The chocolate factory has an aging fleet of vehicles that

have just failed their safety checks. Because they keep on

breaking down, Charlie is keen to replace these older

delivery trucks with new safer ones.

 

Design a vehicle from Lego or craft materials that can safely

transport an egg! Depending on how brave you are - use a

plastic, chocolate or even a raw egg as your passenger!

 

 

What materials did you

use for your vehicle?
How would you change your

design next time?

CHALLENGE #3 - Crash Test Cars

Does the egg SURVIVE
these crash tests? 

Draw your idea below:DESIGN IT 

TEST IT
REFINE IT

DOWN A RAMP 

INTO A WALL OFF A CLIFF 



From big cities to remote islands, Charlie's chocolate is so popular

that there is high demand right across the world! Charlie is keen to

airdrop his chocolate deliveries to places where a plane cannot

land. 

Design and build a structure from recycled and craft materials that

can protect a chocolate (or raw) egg as it falls to the ground. Drop

your egg from a height (e.g. off a balcony) - does your egg crack on

impact?

 

How would you change your

design next time?

Draw your idea below:

DESIGN IT 
REFINE IT

CHALLENGE #4 - Chocolate Egg Drop

What materials did you

use for your structure?

Does the egg SURVIVE the
drop? 

TEST IT

MINOR DAMAGE

NO CRACKS SMASHED

DESIGN IT 


